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Must have took me for a fool
When they chucked me out of school
’Cos the teacher knew I had the funk…

 
Thomas Morgan Dolby Robertson

Hyperactive

Not funk but funk conquered is what is 
worthy of admiration and makes life 

worth having been lived.

Ludwig Wittgenstein
Notebook entry 1940

for Carl Rosman and Peter Neville



Percussion Instruments

5 tomtoms Also coperto: 5 small squares of cloth with string tied to one corner. Other end of string 
tied to outside of tomtoms so that to begin the piece—tomtoms coperti—cloths are on the 
skins, and can be flicked off during I and K without problems.

5 cymbals Third cymbal a sizzle cymbal; splashy colours.

5 woodblocks

5 cowbells Straight, trumpet variety; not almglocken.

logdrum Or wooden slit-drum; two pitches.

2 brake blocks Or other resonant metal blocks; no discernible pitch content.

2 small suspended bells Not pretty, hung pieces of resonant metal will do; higher pitched than brake blocks; no 
discernible pitch content.

2 bongos & 2 timbales Bongos and timbales function as treble and alto tomtoms. 

kick bass drum Deep toned.

Chinese cymbal A large foot-choked hi-hat may be substituted.

2 tamtams Hung behind player so that they can be struck without looking. Player could use elbows 
or fists, gently.



whip or slapstick Two wooden boards struck together. At opening they are slid quickly but gently across 
the face of the tamtam to produce a resonant afterglow.

Police/referee’s whistle Bright, sharp, loud and evocative sound.

The sequence logdrum—woodblocks—cowbells—brake blocks—small suspended 
bells—should approximate to an ascending linear sequence; as also should the sequence 
tomtoms 5-1—timbales 2-1—bongos 2-1.

In the absence of a crotale of the relevant pitch, either a glockenspiel or a chime bar may 
be substituted. 

Sticks

Very Soft On coperti tomtoms: perhaps soft timpani sticks, using wood end on cymbals.

Soft

Medium Hard

Hard

Very Hard

Wire Brushes Notated WB.

Thimbles On fingers.

Bow For cymbals.



Performance Notes

• In funk there are two different types of gracenotes:

For clarinettist, gracenotes are outside of time, that is, all notated durations should be respected, and gracenotes 
added-into unfolding time; and

For percussionist, all gracenotes are crushed-into notated durations, that is, they steal from unfolding time; 
percussionist must therefore register clarinettist’s pulse-fluctuations as colla parte—often indicated in score.

• For percussion the tremolo sign indicates a fast, unmetricated, roll on indicated instrument.

• Exactitudes of percussion instrumentation are not crucial: intelligent and characterful substitutions—e.g. hi-hat for 
Chinese cymbal, anvils for brake-blocks, etc—are quite acceptable. The two suspended bells could be pieces of cut 
railway track, scaffolding or non-Western crotales. 

• Tomtoms should be tuned low, jazz-style; no snares, please.

• If there is any likelihood of the clarinet being swamped by the percussion, it should be discreetly and carefully 
amplified.

• The quarter-tone fingerings will inevitably produce unusual timbres; while the small intervals in this piece are 
primarily harmonic, the resulting rich variety of subtle colours are both intentional and desirable.

• Note that the score is notated in proportional format; that is, the distance on the page between noteheads exactly 
corresponds to the duration in time, whatever the size of score used. 

• The crotale pitch at the end should be modified to correspond to the instrument used. The given pitch is for the 
contra-alto instrument so, for a bass clarinet the pitch should be A natural.  
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